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The Applicability of Just Compensation to Substantive Due Process Claims Stuart Minor Benjamin
In Arroyo Vista Partners v. County of Santa Barbara,' a real estate development company brought suit against local zoning authorities claiming that those authorities denied the company its constitutional rights to property. Interestingly, the developer did not bring a claim under the clause that property owners usually invoke, namely, the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution; 2 rather, the developer "carefully avoided alleging a federal taking claim" 3 and instead brought a substantive due process claim under the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 4 The refusal to allege a federal taking may seem surprising, but the litigation strategy actually represents a straightforward response to the ripeness requirements imposed on takings claims, but not explicitly required of substantive due process claims, in Williamson County Regional Planning Commission v. Hamilton Bank. 5 In Williamson County, the U.S. Supreme Court ruled that property owners do not have justiciable takings claims until they are denied just compensation in state proceedings. As a result of Williamson County, property owners who otherwise would have federal takings claims must perfect their claims-by pursuing them in state proceedings-before they can enter federal court. The Williamson County Court did not address the effect of its ruling upon substantive due process claims that are based on the same facts as takings claims, as no substantive due process claim was before the Court. 6 In many propertybased constitutional cases, however, property 7 owners claim that a given state or local agency act violates both the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment and the substantive component of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment 8 (or, as in Arroyo, they allege a substantive due process claim and forego the takings claim). 9 In the absence of a definitive ruling from the Supreme Court, the lower courts have split as to whether the requirement of pursuit of just compensation at the state level applies to substantive due process claims. This Note addresses that split and possible solutions to the problems it presents.
The specific question at hand-whether federal courts can properly dismiss substantive due process cases because of failure to pursue just compensationshould not obscure the larger issue of access to federal courts; the inquiry that underlies this Note is whether there are constitutional or prudential reasons that justify the federal courts' broadening of ripeness requirements for propertybased substantive due process claims to the extent that plaintiffs are forced to utilize state proceedings before they are allowed to enter federal court.
Part I of the Note outlines the property-based constitutional claims that a property owner can bring. Part II delineates the requirement, propounded in Williamson County, that plaintiffs pursue just compensation in a state forum. Part III discusses the First and Ninth Circuits' application of Williamson County to substantive due process claims. Part IV outlines the shortcomings of sending a substantive due process claim to state proceedings. Part V discusses the disadvantages of failing to send a substantive due process claim to state pro-6. The property owner had brought a substantive due process claim at the trial level but did not raise the issue in the Supreme Court.
7. Though any kind of property can be the basis of a takings or substantive due process claim, the overwhelming majority involve real property. For this reason, this Note uses the terms "land" and "property" interchangeably. Most of the analysis in this Note applies to any takings or substantive due process claim, however, whether the property involved is real or personal.
8. It may seem surprising that the Supreme Court has permitted the use of substantive due process for this purpose, given the widespread repudiation of the Lochner era cases. In fact, in both Moore v. City of East Cleveland, 431 U.S. 494 (1977) , and Village of Belle Terre v. Boraas, 416 U.S. 1 (1974) , the Supreme Court not only explicitly accepted the use of substantive due process in the property context but also applied a substantive due process test to property-based claims; in these cases, the Court utilized the test outlined in Nectow v. City of Cambridge, 277 U. S. 183 (1928) , and Village of Euclid v. Ambler Realty Co., 272 U. S. 365 (1926) ; see also San Diego Gas & Elec. v. City of San Diego, 450 U.S. 621, 656 n.23 (1981) (Brennan, J., dissenting) (if regulation does not further public health, safety or morals, landowner may sue for Fourteenth Amendment due process violation).
9. In fact, in all but two of the cases mentioned in this Note, the plaintiff brought a substantive due process claim in conjunction with a takings claim. The two exceptions, Arroyo and Greenbriar, Ltd. v. City of Alabaster, 881 F.2d 1570 (1 th Cir. 1989), involved plaintiffs who refrained from including takings claims to avoid the ripeness requirements of Williamson County. Telephone interview with Kenneth Bley, Counsel to Arroyo Vista Partners (Feb. 25, 1991) ; telephone interview with F.A. Flowers II, Counsel to Greenbriar, Ltd. (Feb. 21, 1991). ceedings. Finally, Part VI argues that the best solution lies in abandoning the Williamson County just compensation requirement entirely.
I. TAKINGS AND SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS CLAIMS
When a government officially condemns or expropriates a parcel of land, it is asserting its power of eminent domain. On some occasions, however, a governmental entity regulates the use of property in such a way that, despite its failure to initiate formal eminent domain proceedings, its action amounts to an appropriation of the land.' 0 In such situations, the property owner may bring suit against the government under the takings clause with a claim known as inverse condemnation. The term "inverse" is used because the property owner, not the government, initiates the proceedings. The basis of an inverse condemnation claim is that the government, by virtue of its regulation, has impaired the property to such an extent that it has deprived the owner of the use of the property and has thereby effected a de facto appropriation. The property owner claims that, since the government has taken his land, the court should either prevent the government from continuing the taking or force the government to give him just compensation for it."' In addition to an inverse condemnation claim, a landowner can bring a second type of property-based constitutional claim to challenge the substance 1 2 of a state or local governmental 13 action: the property owner can claim that a given governmental action is so arbitrary or unfair that it constitutes a violation of the substantive component of the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment. 4 Such a substantive due process claim can be brought independently of any Fifth Amendment claim; the preponderance of cases involving substantive due process claims, however, also involve takings claims. 15 10. Challenges to regulations, as opposed to challenges to acts that physically take property, are known as claims of a regulatory taking. It is these takings claims that have been used most commonly and are the focus of the most heated debate.
11. See Comment, Civil Rights for the Propertied Class: The Development of Inverse Condemnation in the Federal Courts, 55 TUL. L. REv. 897 (1981) .
12. A property owner could also challenge the government's procedure for its action (e.g., by alleging that the government failed to provide notice or adequate procedures through which she could contest a governmental action) rather than the substance of an act. In such a case, the property owner would claim that she was deprived of the procedural due process guaranteed to her by the Fourteenth Amendment. This Note will not examine such claims, however, but instead will focus on the ripeness threshold for substantive due process claims.
13. when a property owner challenges an action by the federal government, rather than a state or local government, he does not invoke the Fourteenth Amendment (which, by its terms, applies only to the states), but instead directly relies on the takings and due process clauses of the Fifth Amendment and sues in the U.S. Claims Court.
14. Both of these claims are generally brought under 42 U.S.C. § 1983 (1988) . Section 1983 gives an individual a cause of action against anyone who, under color of state law, deprives that individual "of any rights, privileges, or immunities secured by the Constitution and laws."
15. See supra note 9.
Substantive due process and takings claims arise from different clauses of the Constitution and thus have different legal foundations. As noted above, the basis of an inverse condemnation claim is that the government deprived a property owner of her right to control a given parcel of land and did not pay for that deprivation. A substantive due process claim, on the other hand, is based on a government's failure to treat its citizens with some minimum standard of rationality and fairness called "due process."' 6 The standard for takings is thus result-based, focusing on the effect of a given regulation upon a given piece of land. The standard for substantive due process, on the other hand, is more goal-based, 7 concentrating on whether the government's aims are "clearly arbitrary and unreasonable, having no substantial relation to the public health, safety, morals, or general welfare." 1 8
The differences in the nature of the claims are reflected in conceptually dissimilar remedies. An inverse condemnation action attempts to force the government either to stop appropriating the land or to acknowledge its appropriation and compensate for the rights it has taken. A substantive due process claim, on the other hand, seeks damages from the government for its failure to treat the property owner fairly, or, in the alternative, attempts to enjoin the government from continuing its unfair action.
Despite the theoretical differences between damages and compensation, however, the remedies have the same practical result: both seek an end to the challenged government action or monetary relief. Furthermore, though a damages award can differ in amount from just compensation, it is not clear that there will be any significant disparity in actuality:
9 the same rules for punitive damages and attorneys' fees apply to both takings and substantive due process 16. Some commentators have suggested that, in determining whether a taking has occurred, the courts should apply a due process test based on an "unfair and arbitrary" standard. 593, 615-22 (1988) . Though the Supreme Court has considered explicitly adopting a due process test for takings claims, it has never done so. In fact, the Court in Williamson County noted the argument for applying a due process standard to takings claims, but did not reach this issue because it ruled that the claim was unripe. 473 U.S. at 197-200. 17. This differentiation between takings and substantive due process can also be seen as a result/process distinction. claims,' and compensatory awards for both claims will be based on the degree of impairment and consequential loss in value of the property. 2 Takings and substantive due process claims also usually have the same factual bases: many plaintiffs allege that a given government action constitutes both a taking and a deprivation of due process. In fact, in all of the cases cited in this Note, the factual bases of the claims were identical. 22 Takings and substantive due process claims, then, have different legal foundations which lead to different tests and conceptually distinct monetary awards; the two claims, however, usually arise from the same event and may yield the same monetary award. The doctrinal differences between the claims, combined with the practical similarities, have made it difficult for courts to determine whether the claims should be subject to the same ripeness thresholds.
H. THE WILLIAMSON COUNTY CASE
The plaintiff in Williamson County was a property owner who sued the county planning commission under section 1983 on a takings claim predicated on the commission's refusal to approve the owner's development plans. The Supreme Court held that the property owner's claim was unripe for two reasons, either of which was sufficient to dismiss the case: first, the property owner "ha S. 247, 268 (1981) . In addition, the Court has ruled that 42 U.S.C. § 1988, which provides for attorneys' fees, applies to all claims brought under section 1983. Maine v. Thiboutot, 448 U.S. 1, 9-11 (1980 22. For example, in Simi Valley, when a state agency breached a dam and thereby damaged the lake behind the dam, the owners of the dam and the lake claimed both that the agency's action "took" their land by impairing their property and that it acted unreasonably and arbitrarily because it deprived them of their property rights. See 882 F.2d at 1401. The court in Simi Valley acknowledged the similarities of the claims but did not find it dispositive: "It is of no moment that this due process claim is based on factors that also form the basis of an alleged taking. Two or more legal theories may cover the same conduct and a plaintiff is entitled to prove each claim according to its terms. The Court based this second requirement on the fact that "[t]he Fifth Amendment does not proscribe'the taking of property; it proscribes taking without just compensation." ' ' As a result, the Court explained, "because the Fifth Amendment proscribes takings without just compensation, no constitutional violation occurs until just compensation has been denied." ' As a result of Williamson County, then, a property owner must pursue just compensation in state proceedings before he can enter federal court; if he attempts to bring a takings claim in federal court without pursuing just compensation, his claim will be dismissed.
The logic of Williamson County would suggest that a property owner does not have a ripe takings claim when she enters state proceedings to obtain just compensation. 27 State courts, however, have generally treated just compensation proceedings as an inverse condemnation trial on a takings claim (despite the fact that the claim does not yet exist). 8 This latter approach minimizes confusion over pleadings for plaintiffs, who can simply allege a violation of the takings clause, but the state courts' willingness to adjudicate both takings and substantive due process claims creates a potential for preclusion problems.
III. THE SPLIT IN THE FEDERAL COURTS OVER THE RIPENESS
REQUIREMENTS FOR SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS CLAIMS
Because Williamson County involved a takings claim but not a substantive due process claim, lower courts faced with both a takings claim and a substantive due process claim based on property have had to determine the applicability of the Williamson County just compensation requirement to substantive due process claims without explicit guidance from the Supreme Court. In particular, ' and Bateson v. Geisse. 32 In each case, property owners alleged that a particular governmental act constituted both a taking and a deprivation of substantive due process. 3 3 In both cases the plaintiffs had not pursued just compensation at the state level for either their takings or their substantive due process claim. Both courts ruled that, because the plaintiffs had not sought just compensation, the takings claims were unripe under the just compensation requirement of Williamson County. The courts also ruled, though, that the substantive due process clai:-is were ripe because substantive due process claims are not subject to the just compensation requirement. 34 In both cases, then, the courts adjudicated the substantive due process claim and dismissed the takings claim.
Culebras Enterprises Corp. v. Rivera Rios 3 5 and Ochoa Realty Corp. v.
Faria 3 6 also involved plaintiffs who claimed that certain acts by the government had both violated their substantive due process rights and amounted to a taking without just compensation. 37 In these cases, the First Circuit held that both claims were not ripe because the plaintiffs had not sought just compensation in state proceedings. The Culebras holding (which the court quoted and followed in Ochoa) stated that "there can be no violation of substantive due suggested that plaintiffs must pursue just compensation at the state level for both takings and substantive due process claims because, in Williamson County, "the Supreme Court implicitly ruled that the same ripeness test must be applied to both claims." Id. at 1516 n.2. In Greenbriar, Ltd. v. City of Alabaster, 881 F.2d 1570 (1lth Cir. 1989), however, the court characterized the statement in Corn as dictum and stated that " [a] property owner has been denied substantive due process ... the moment a governmental decision affecting his property has been made in an arbitrary and capricious manner, regardless of whether he is later compensated for that violation." Id. at 1574 n.8. On that basis, the court found that the plaintiff need not have pursued just compensation in order to have a ripe substantive due process claim. Finally, the Eleventh Circuit largely reaffirmed the Greenbriar rule on just compensation in Eide v. Sarasota County, 908 F.2d 716 (1 th Cir. 1990), cert. denied, 111 S. Ct. 1073 Ct. (1991 , except that the court in Eide, after dichotomizing substantive due process claims into "arbitrary and capricious due process claims" and "due process takings claims," suggested that Greenbriar only applied to the former and that, with respect to the latter, it was not clear whether pursuit of just compensation was required. Id. at 721-22, 725 n.16.
As was noted above, however, none of these cases actually ruled on the applicability of the just compensation requirement to substantive due process claims. In light of this fact, this Note will focus on the merits and demerits of the First and Ninth Circuits' rules. It should be noted, though, that insofar as Greenbriar reflects the Eleventh Circuit's position on this issue, the analysis of the Ninth Circuit's approach also applies to the Eleventh Circuit.
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A. Problems with the First Circuit Rule
The most obvious problem with requiring that a litigant pursue just compensation in order to have a ripe substantive due process claim is that there seems to be no basis for such a rule in the language of the Fourteenth Amendment. The takings clause of the Fifth Amendment specifically refers to just compensation; the due process clause of the Fourteenth Amendment does not include any language about compensation. The first portion of each clause outlines a governmental power, namely, the power to deprive of life, liberty, or property and the power to take land; and the second portion of each clause places a limitation on that power, namely, that life, liberty or property can be deprived only if there is due process of law, and that land can be taken only if just compensation is given. There is no requirement that due process be violated for a taking to occur, nor that just compensation be denied for a deprivation of life, liberty, or property to occur. Just compensation is thus relevant to a taking but irrelevant to a deprivation of substantive due process.
This conclusion comports with the Supreme Court's reasoning in Williamson County. According to the court, the just compensation requirement is based on "the special nature of the Just Compensation Clause," 40 i.e., the fact that the clause specifically mentions just compensation. The Court did not intimate that any other clause or amendment might also be subject to the just compensation requirement; in fact, the opinion distinguished due process claims from takings claims on the basis of the reference to just compensation. 4 ' The Court's explicit reliance on the language of the takings clause indicates that, since no other clause mentions just compensation, pursuit of just compensation is not necessary for a cause of action to accrue under any other constitutional provision. This reasoning follows from the principle that substantive due process is concerned with the state's aims and its methods of achieving them. 42 If the state's aims or methods are arbitrary and unfair, then it has deprived someone of her right to life, liberty, or property under the due process clause. The state may be forced to compensate its citizens for that lack of fairness, but such compensation is a remedy for a deprivation without due process, not a preclusion of the deprivation (as it would be in the case of a takings claim). The deprivation lies in the state's original unfair action.
In addition to this constitutional objection, there is also a danger of preclusion under the First Circuit's approach: state rulings on substantive due process might have a preclusive effect, thereby denying plaintiffs a federal forum for their federal claim. Under 28 U.S.C. § 1738, the federal courts are bound by a state determination and cannot hear a given claim if the state accords a preclusive effect to its adjudication of that claim. 43 That statute provides that the judicial proceedings of each state "shall have the same full faith and credit in every court within the United States ... as they have by law or usage in the courts of such State ... from which they are taken." ' Because the Supreme Court has ruled that section 1983 is not an exception to 28 U.S.C. § 1738, 4 1 state adjudication of a section 1983 claim has the same preclusive effect in federal court as it would in a state court. Furthermore, the Supreme Court has held that, regarding section 1983 claims, federal courts "must give [administrative] factfinding the same preclusive effect to which it would be entitled in the State's courts." 46 Thus, if a state court adjudicates a given claim and assigns a preclusive effect to its determination, the federal courts are bound by that decision and cannot hear the claim, even if the proceeding was merely an administrative hearing.
Consequently, a plaintiff whose substantive due process claim 47 is sent to state proceedings will be subject to state preclusion rules unless she can preserve it by making a reservation as outlined in England v. Louisiana State Board of Medical Examiners. 4 In England, the Court ruled that, when a federal court sends a litigant to state court for adjudication of her state claims, the litigant can reserve her federal claims if she so informs the state court.
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The England holding, though, applied to plaintiffs with ripe federal claims who were sent to state court; it may not apply to plaintiffs who are sent to state Because the First Circuit's approach potentially deprives plaintiffs of the ability to enter federal court, it prevents the effectuation of concurrent jurisdiction. The Supreme Court has interpreted section 1983 to provide for concurrent jurisdiction in the federal and state courts over constitutional claims. 55 Thus a plaintiff with a ripe section 1983 claim should be able to choose whether to bring her claim in state or federal court. If, however, a state's preclusion rules prevent a plaintiff from entering federal court after a state proceeding, then the plaintiff has been denied her choice of forum. The only possibility of federal court adjudication would be review by the U.S. Supreme Court, which would be highly improbable given the overwhelming number of litigants who petition for certiorari. 56 In the likely event that the Supreme Court did not review the case, then vindication of certain federal rights (namely, the plaintiff's right to substantive due process) would be left to the states. This is not an issue of the suitability of state courts as fora for federal claims. Irrespective of the state courts' adequacy to hear substantive due process claims, sending such claims to state courts prevents plaintiffs from exercising the choice that is the basis of concurrent jurisdiction. Section 1983 was written specifically to avoid such a result by ensuring that a federal forum would be accessible. 57 Thus, insofar as a requirement that a plaintiff utilize state proceedings prevents the plaintiff from entering federal court with federal claims, the requirement frustrates the purpose of section 1983 by denying concurrent jurisdiction.
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One final problem with the First Circuit's rule is that the opinions in Culebras and Ochoa do not articulate any criteria that would allow only property-based substantive due process claims to be sent to state court. Their 167, 183 (1961) . 56. Moreover, the Supreme Court would engage in appellate review rather than a trial on the merits. 57. See Monroe, 365 U.S. at 183 ("The federal remedy [under section 19831 is supplementary to the state remedy, and the latter need not be first sought and refused before the federal one is invoked.").
58. It may seem that this is analogous to the difficulties faced by habeas corpus petitioners, whose access to federal courts has been sharply curtailed in recent years. See, e.g., Allen v. McCurry, 449 U.S. 90 (1980) (prisoner who raised constitutional claims in state prosecution cannot bring them to federal court because collateral estoppel applies). Thus, it might be argued that denying a federal forum for a substantive due process claim is no different from denying a federal forum for a constitutional claim brought by a prisoner. There is an important distinction, however, that arises from the fact that prisoners were defendants in their original adjudications, but substantive due process claimants were plaintiffs. As noted above, plaintiffs, not defendants, choose between state and federal fora when there is concurrentjurisdiction. Since a defendant cannot choose his forum, it seems reasonable that his claims are fully adjudicated in the forum that the plaintiff chooses. But when a plaintiff's claims are sent to a forum that she did not choose, she has been denied the choice of forum that is inherent in concurrent jurisdiction. failure to distinguish among substantive due process claims suggests that all rights protected by that clause, including life and liberty, could be deprived as long as the state gives just compensation. Regardless of whether such a result seems desirable, it is too dramatic to be undertaken merely because of a desire to raise the ripeness requirements for takings-related substantive due process claims. If the federal courts are to deny access to plaintiffs with substantive due process claims, they should do so intentionally, rather than because they have failed to limit their theory to property-based claims.
B. Requiring Pursuit of Just Compensation for Property Claims Only
In light of the discussion above, one obvious modification of the First Circuit approach would be to limit its application to property-based claims, thereby mitigating the danger of sending life or liberty claims to state proceedings. The advantage of this alternative is that it would clear the federal courts of property-based substantive due process claims while ensuring that life and liberty due process claims remain in federal court. Under this rule, courts would make a determination as to whether there was a significant life or liberty interest involved and, on that basis, either send the case to state just compensation proceedings or hear it in federal court.
This approach seems attractive because it minimizes the number of claims that would be sent to state courts, and it does so on a rational basis: property is by its nature a commodity that has a market value, such that compensation can be determined in a relatively objective manner (i.e., by looking at the market), whereas life and liberty seem to defy any sort of market valuation. This distinction, however, is not supported by the due process clause, which does not differentiate among life, liberty, and property. The drafters of the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments could very easily have included language that would have distinguished property from life or liberty; their failure to do so suggests that no such distinction was intended. 9 In light of this failure to differentiate between property and life or liberty, it seems both unfair and unprincipled to send property claims to state courts while allowing life and liberty claims to be heard in federal courts.
One constitutional interpretation that would provide a distinction between property claims and life or liberty claims is that the former are already protected by the takings clause, so that no greater protection is needed. This interpretation collapses the distinction between the takings clause of the Fifth Amendment and the property component of the due process clause of the Fourteenth 59. Supreme Court doctrine also fails to support a distinction between life and liberty interests, on the one hand, and property interests, on the other. See Lynch v. Household Fin. Corp., 405 U.S. 538,552 (1972) ("[Tihe dichotomy between personal liberties and property rights is a false one.... In fact, a fundamental interdependence exists between the personal right to liberty and the personal right in property. Neither could have meaning without the other.").
Amendment by saying that, in property cases, just compensation satisfies the demands of due process. If this were the case, however, the inclusion of property in the due process clause would be meaningless; it would simply be excess verbiage, since all of the protection for property rights would have been outlined previously in the takings clause. As a matter of constitutional interpretation, the idea that the reference to property in the due process clause adds nothing is of dubious merit." The writers of the Fourteenth Amendment must have included property in the due process clause because they were outlining rights that had not yet been delineated."
Thus, regardless of whether the class of claims sent to state proceedings is limited to those based on property, constitutional infirmities exist. If a federal court sends all substantive due process claims to state proceedings, it does so despite the lack of any constitutional connection between due process and just compensation. If a federal court decides instead to limit the class of unripe claims to property-based substantive due process claims, the original infirmity is still present (because there are still some claims sent to state just compensation proceedings), and there is an additional problem-namely, the fact that the Constitution does not support a distinction between property claims and life or liberty claims. In short, any approach that sends due process claims to state proceedings does so despite the lack of a constitutional basis and thus fails to offer a reasonable option for federal courts.
V. SHORTCOMINGS OF FAILING To SEND SUBSTANTIVE DUE PROCESS CLAIMS TO STATE PROCEEDINGS
A. Problems with the Ninth Circuit Approach
The main problem with a federal court's hearing a substantive due process claim while sending a takings claim to state proceedings is that it constitutes 60. See Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137, 174 (1803) ("It cannot be presumed that any clause in the constitution is intended to be without effect.").
61. It might be argued that the writers of the Fourteenth Amendment included property in that Amendment to guarantee procedural due process rights but not substantive due process rights. That is, they might have assumed that the takings clause already guaranteed substantive due process rights, and they merely added to the takings clause the guarantees of procedural fairness. The appeal of this theory is that it makes relevant the reference to property in the due process clause and still allows courts to distinguish property-based from life-or liberty-based substantive due process claims. There is no basis for this theory in the text of the Constitution, however. Nowhere in the Fourteenth Amendment is there a reference to the dichotomy between procedural and substantive due process, nor is there anything to indicate that the takings clause was intended to provide all the substantive safeguards necessary.
There is another problem with the argument based on a procedural/substantive due process distinction: Does the Constitution's silence about substantive due process rights to life and liberty indicate that those rights, also, were considered to be delineated elsewhere in the Constitution, and that only procedural due process was contemplated? That is, if the substantive component of property rights is to be found outside the due process clause, why doesn't that reading apply to the substantive component of life and liberty rights? If it is reasonable to say that the Fifth Amendment supplied the substantive component for property, then it seems equally reasonable to say that the first eight amendments supplied it for llfe and liberty.
an inefficient use of federal courts' resources. Whether or not the state compensates for the alleged taking, the federal court wastes valuable time and energy by hearing the substantive due process claim immediately.
If the state grants just compensation for the takings claim, the federal court will have adjudicated a claim that it might have been able to avoid. As a doctrinal matter, a plaintiff who receives just compensation for his takings claim still has a valid substantive due process claim, because the latter claim is for damages, not just compensation. As a practical matter, however, plaintiffs who are compensated for a taking sometimes decide not to pursue their substantive due process claim, 62 presumably because they are uncertain whether the amount of damages will be any greater than the amount of just compensation. 63 Since a plaintiff might choose not to pursue her substantive due process claim in federal court if she receives just compensation for her takings claim at the state level, a federal court that waits for the state adjudication of the takings claim might not have to adjudicate the substantive due process claim and thereby will save judicial resources. Under the Ninth Circuit approach, however, the federal courts do not wait for the state courts and thus fail to take advantage of the opportunity to avoid adjudication of the substantive due process claim.
If the state court decides not to compensate, and if the litigant has sufficient resources to return to federal court, the federal court hears the substantive due process and takings claims separately.' 4 The federal court, in adjudicating the takings claim, will review the same facts it has considered in the substantive due process context 65 and then come to conclusions of law. As a result, the federal court will consider, at two different times, two similar claims based on the same set of facts. Clearly, the court's time would be utilized more efficiently if it considered the entire controversy at once. 66 62. For example, when Hamilton Bank appealed the Tennessee district court's decision to the Sixth Circuit, it requested that the court award it compensation for a taking or, in the alternative, that the court grant a new trial on its substantive due process claim. (The district court had granted Williamson County a directed verdict on that claim.) Hamilton Bank v. Williamson County Regional Planning Comm'n, 729 F.2d 402, 404 (6th Cir. 1984) . In other words, Hamilton Bank requested that the court rule on the substantive due process claim only if the court did not award takings compensation.
63. See supra text accompanying notes 19-21. 64. The court could avoid considering the takings question if it assigned some preclusive effect to its earlier ruling on the substantive due process claim or to the state court's ruling on just compensation for the takings claim, but such an approach would deny the litigant an opportunity to have her takings claim heard in federal court. On the problems associated with such preclusion, see supra text accompanying notes 43-58.
65. Unless circumstances were to change between the two adjudications, the only new fact would be the state court's refusal to compensate.
66. In addition to the inefficiency inherent in separate federal adjudications, it is also inefficient for federal and state courts to adjudicate claims based on similar facts. Whether or not the litigant returns to federal court, both the state and federal courts will have permitted discovery, heard motions, and found the facts. Neither court will have had the opportunity to accept the other's finding of facts because, under the Ninth Circuit approach, the federal court adjudicates the substantive due process claim at the same time that the plaintiff brings her claim to state court.
Moreover, the two separate federal adjudications place a heavy burden on litigants. The litigants will have to engage in two separate litigation efforts despite the fact that the facts presented are identical, th, potential damages are roughly equivalent, and the federal venue (if not the judge) is the same.
Another problem with the immediate adjudication of the substantive due process claim is that it fails to advance principles of federalism and comity. The Supreme Court has often emphasized the importance both of applying principles of federalism and of enhancing comity between the state and federal systems.
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The just compensation requirement of Williamson County seems to advance both federalism and comity by sending litigants to state courts for a ruling on the validity of actions undertaken by state or local actors. A rule that does not similarly require pursuit of just compensation at the state level for substantive due process claims, however, seems to frustrate the goals of federalism and comity, because the fairness and validity of the state or local agency's action will be directly before a federal court.
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B. Federal Court AbstentionlCertification with Respect to the Takings Claim
Because immediate adjudication of substantive due process claims in federal court is inefficient and wastes resources, while sending the claims to state courts does not comport with the Constitution, we might be tempted to find an intermediate position. The obvious candidate is a rule providing that, when a plaintiff brings both takings and substantive due process claims in federal court, the federal court will send the takings claim to the state court for just compensation hearings and will refrain from hearing the rest of the case pending the state court's determination. 9 Such a rule (which has not heretofore been implemented by a federal court) could be considered an abstention doctrine or certification of a question to a state court. 70 Irrespective of the name, the process itself would involve a federal court's sending a takings claim to state just compensation proceedings while retaining jurisdiction over the substantive due process claim (and any other claims). Upon completion of the state proceeding, the federal court would adjudicate the remaining claims.
The main advantage of this proposal is that it avoids the inefficiency inherent in immediate federal court adjudication of the substantive due process claim but does not attempt to send the claim to state just compensation proceed-67. See e.g., Younger v. Harris, 401 U.S. 37 (197 ) (Court's interest in federalism and comity required that state prosecution not be enjoined).
68. But see infra note 71. 69. The federal court could retain jurisdiction over the substantive due process claim (and any others) or send the takings claim to state court without retaining jurisdiction over the substantive due process claim (i.e., by dismissing it pending state court action). The advantage of the federal court's retaining jurisdiction is that it enables the court to take steps to prevent unreasonable delay by the state courts. There are two significant drawbacks to the abstention/certification approach, however. First, it is not clear that certification would be available or that abstention would be appropriate. With respect to the former, only twenty-five states accept certified questions from federal district courts, and further limitations apply in some of those states. 72 Abstention, in contrast, is universally accepted, but it may not be proper in this context. The practice in the federal courts has been to abstain when the unsettled issue involves the construction of a state statute. In the takings context, however, the issue is the application of (presumably settled) state law, and so abstention may not be appropriate.
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The second problem with this proposal is the potential for delay; after all, the Ninth Circuit approach has the advantage of adjudicating the substantive due process claim immediately, thereby effectuating the goal of prompt adjudication of federal claims. The abstention/certification approach, on the other hand, predicates further action in federal court upon the completion of the state 71. There is also a federalism and comity issue involved in the choice between abstention and the Ninth Circuit approach, but it is not clear which approach does more to advance (or, perhaps, less to frustrate) federalism and comity. On the one hand, the abstention/certification procedure, by opening up the possibility that the federal court might not have to adjudicate the substantive due process claim, seems to advance federalism and comity because the federal court might not have to sit in judgment of the state's action. On the other hand, the abstention/certification regime, by providing for federal court adjudication of the substantive due process claim after the state proceeding has concluded, seems to place the federal court in the position of second-guessing the state court. (Of course, this appearance of judging the legitimacy of state proceedings occurs whenever a federal court reviews a state court's actions; and since such review is contemplated by Williamson County, it might be argued that the real frustration of federalism and comity results from the just compensation requirement itself.)
72. See 17A WRIGHT & MILLER, supra note 51, § 4248. 73. There is one existing form of abstention that may be analogous to abstention in the takings context: Burford abstention, named after Burford v. Sun Oil, 319 U.S. 315 (1943) . The abstention in that case was based in large part on the sensitive and complex nature of the regulation of oil and gas; the state was attempting to formulate a policy, and the federal courts decided not to interfere. Such reasoning probably will not apply in all takings cases, however. While, in some situations, takings may occur in the context of a complex state plan to regulate a certain form of property, in many takings cases there is no issue of a complex regulatory scheme. For a more complete explication of abstention and certification, see HART & WECHSLER, supra note 69, at 1346-1454: 17A WRIGHT & MILLER, supra note 51, § § 4241-4248. just compensation proceedings. This avoids separate litigation at the federal level, but it also could entail delays of many months or even years while the federal court waits for the state to decide whether to compensate. Abstention/certification therefore mitigates the inefficient use of the federal courts' resources, but only at the expense of the plaintiff's interest in a speedy disposition of her claims.
Thus, leaving to one side the problem of fashioning a new form of abstention, the abstention/certification approach does not solve the problem of inefficiency and waste of resources. Rather, it replaces one form of inefficiency and waste (hearing a substantive due process claim that might have been avoided or consolidated with the takings claim) with another (allowing litigation to drag on for years). This second form of waste is chiefly visited upon the litigants rather than the courts, but it constitutes a cost nonetheless. 74 We might prefer that, if there is to be an expense, it be borne by the litigants rather than the courts, but that still begs the question of why anyone should be forced to bear such a burden in the first place, especially since (as both the Ninth Circuit and the abstention/certification approaches presume) the plaintiff with the substantive due process claim is properly before the federal court.
VI. PARTIAL OVERRULING OF WILLIAMSON COUNT
This Note has examined two general methods for adjudicating takings and substantive due process claims that are based on the same facts. The first (the Ninth Circuit approach and the abstention/certification proposal) sends one claim to state court and provides for hearing the other in federal court. The second (the First Circuit approach and the proposed modification limiting it to property-based claims) sends both claims to state court. There is a third possibility, however: adjudication of both takings and substantive due process claims in federal court.
Implementation of this approach, of course, would require abandoning Williamson County's mandate that plaintiffs pursue just compensation at the state level. This requirement could be replaced with a system that allows federal courts to determine whether state law provides for compensation in a given situation. State refusal to compensate would still be a prerequisite for a ripe takings claim, but the federal court would determine whether state law mandates just compensation. 5 The only change would be that the federal court, rather 74. The cost of delay, in fact, would impose such an enormous burden on litigants that it would probably outweigh any increases in efficiency resulting from the abstention/certification regime. The cost to litigants, combined with the fact that certification might not be available and abstention might not be proper, indicates that the Ninth Circuit approach might be preferable.
75. For an alternative modification of Williamson Coulty, under which the Sulireme Court would eliminate state refusal to compensate as a prerequisite for a ripe takings claim, see infra note 77. than the state court, would apply state just compensation law. 7 6 If the federal court determined that, under state law, just compensation were required, it would order the state to compensate for the taking (just as a state court would) and then could address any other claims that the plaintiff wanted to pursue. If the federal court determined that state law did not provide compensation, then the takings claim would be ripe for adjudication on the merits with the rest of the claims. Thus, under this approach, the federal court would either require that the state or local agency award just compensation or find that the plaintiff was not entitled to compensation. 77 The advantage of this proposal is that it recognizes that just compensation is relevant to a takings claim but irrelevant to a substantive due process claim, and, at the same time, provides for timely adjudication of both claims in a manner that maximizes the efficient use of the federal courts' resources.
78
The one drawback of this approach is that it places federal courts in the role of determining whether state law mandates just compensation, and, therefore, might sometimes fail to advance the goals of federalism and comity between state and federal courts. These goals, however, will be similarly frustrated to the extent that substantive due process claims are heard in federal court; and, as this Note has indicated, there is no coherent constitutional basis for sending those claims to state just compensation proceedings. Thus, the goals of federalism and comity will not be advanced as long as federal courts recognize their obligation to hear substantive due process claims. Furthermore, it should be remembered that federal courts are competent adjudicators of state-law claims. Most important, as the Supreme Court has noted, "'it was never a doctrine of equity that a federal court should exercise its judicial discretion to dismiss a suit merely because a State court could entertain it.' , 79 76. Of course, if the state did not even allow its courts to grant just compensation, then, whether or not Williamson County were overruled, the federal court would hear the takings claim without inquiring further into the issue of just compensation.
77. A different form of abandonment of the just compensation rule is also possible: the Supreme Court could simply reject the denial of just compensation as a prerequisite for a takings claim. Under such an approach, a plaintiff would not be required to pursue just compensation in any forum. The problem with such an approach, however, is that, although just compensation is irrelevant to a substantive due process claim, it is relevant to a takings claim, and thus it makes sense to have a just compensation ripeness threshold for takings claims. In short, just as requiring pursuit of just compensation is inappropriate for substantive due process claims, failing to do so seems illogical for takings claims. Thus the better solution is to preserve the just compensation requirement but allow federal courts to decide whether just compensation should be given.
78. In addition, it avoids the preclusion difficulties outlined supra text accompanying notes 43-58, and is consistent with the purpose of section 1983-namely, that litigants be allowed to enforce federal rights in federal courts. This Note has demonstrated that each of the three basic regimes for adjudicating property-based substantive due process claims has significant drawbacks: sending substantive due process claims to state just compensation proceedings comports with neither the Constitution nor section 1983 and may give rise to preclusion; hearing substantive due process claims in federal court immediately (or after waiting for state action on a takings claim) while allowing takings claims to be sent to state proceedings wastes resources, fails to advance principles of federalism and comity, and, in the case of the abstention/certification route, may not be practicable under current certification statutes and abstention doctrines; and hearing both substantive due process and takings claims in federal court increases federal courts' caseloads and, by removing state courts from the process, frustrates the goals of federalism and comity. The inquiry that remains, then, is an evaluation of these sets of shortcomings to determine which of the three approaches is preferable. Sending substantive due process claims to state courts seems to be the most objectionable, as it does not comport with the Constitution and frustrates its precepts: under the Fourteenth Amendment and section 1983 federal courts are open to plaintiffs who are aggrieved by states, and if courts fabricate constitutional doctrines to avoid such plaintiffs, they have violated the spirit of the Constitution. In contrast, while hearing federal claims in federal courts may not advance the goals of federalism, comity, and efficiency, it does not constitute a misreading of the Constitution; on the contrary, the Fourteenth Amendment and section 1983 clearly provide for a federal court hearing a claim that a state violated a person's constitutional rights. Thus, federal courts should not implement any approach (such as the First Circuit approach or its modification) that dismisses claims without a coherent constitutional basis.
The choice between the remaining two options, however, is not so clear, as neither involves a violation of the Constitution. We can differentiate between their drawbacks, though, because we can balance inefficiency and waste against enlarging federal dockets. The waste and inefficiency that result from bifurcating takings and substantive due process claims benefit no one and thus constitute a deadweight loss. Hearing both claims, in contrast, is neither inefficient nor wasteful. Increases (or decreases) in the federal caseload do not affect the efficiency of the courts' use of their resources; the increase in caseloads merely creates more work for the federal judiciary, which can be relieved by hiring more workers (i.e., judges). An increase in federal dockets thus does not waste scarce resources, because it is irrelevant to the utilization of those resources; rather, it simply leads to the conclusion that, if we want federal courts to fulfill their role in our constitutional system, we must make sure that they have adequate resources. Though many federal judges might dread the thought of more takings and substantive due process cases, such dread seems considerably less important than the problem of wasteful and inefficient use of courts' and litigants' time.
The best solution to the issues raised in this Note, therefore, is for federal courts to hear both takings and substantive due process claims, so that litigants are provided with a timely adjudication and the courts' (and litigants') resources are not wasted on two separate adjudications based on similar facts. This approach, however, does require a partial overruling of Williamson County. Unless and until the Supreme Court abandons the second requirement of Williamson County, the lower federal courts will have to work within the Williamson County framework. As this Note has demonstrated, that framework is inherently flawed: it requires courts either to separate two similar claims and thus waste valuable resources or to rule that just compensation is applicable to substantive due process and thus apply an incoherent constitutional theory. Given that choice, the courts should err on the side of constitutional coherence and utilize the Ninth Circuit's approach." 0 The most satisfactory answer, though, is an abandonment of the second requirement of Williamson County: federal courts should determine if state law provides just compensation and thereby avoid choosing between efficiency and constitutional coherence. In this case, then, the principles of federalism and comity must give way to the need to provide plaintiffs with a speedy and effective adjudication of their constitutional claims.
80.
The Ninth Circuit approach is preferable to the abstention/certification option because of the problem of the practicability of the latter approach as well as the potential for enormous delay. See supra notes 72-74 and accompanying text.
